You are at the start of a journey. The Atlas Copco equipment you’ve purchased will deliver the quality compressed air you need, for a very long time, efficiently and reliably. To make this journey successful, the perfect road map is offered to you by Extended Warranty+.

**SET OFF ON THE RIGHT FOOT**

You are at the start of a journey. The Atlas Copco equipment you’ve purchased will deliver the quality compressed air you need, for a very long time, efficiently and reliably. To make this journey successful, the perfect road map is offered to you by Extended Warranty+.

**Crossing The First 5 Years**

The Extended Warranty+ Plan carries you safely and comfortably across the first five years of equipment ownership. Because a good start is what you need to go the distance.

Enjoy five years of risk-free operation, sustained efficiency and maximum uptime. Find out how you can minimize your total cost of ownership.
A Bridge With Strong Foundations

The Extended Warranty+ Plan extends the standard warranty to five years, fully covering any repair costs that are not caused by customer negligence or unfit site conditions.

But Extended Warranty+ offers a whole lot more. It includes complete preventive maintenance by our experienced service teams, equipped with the latest product knowledge and the best service tools. Using genuine parts only, guaranteeing the integrity of your air system.

Every service intervention is carried out right on time, every time, according to the high quality standards of Atlas Copco.

“The Return on Investment of Extended Warranty+ for my GA160 was less than 12 months. Getting the right parts and service helps me to achieve 3% energy savings.”

Start Your Safe Journey Now

The Extended Warranty+ Plan is a unique opportunity to enjoy five years of risk-free operation and preventive maintenance at a very competitive cost.

This offer is valid for all Atlas Copco compressors, dryers and ancillary equipment within the first year of the equipment purchase or before the first maintenance is due. Sign up now!